
CERBERUS® CLOUD APPS 

Providing an enhanced view and 
connectivity to fire safety systems 
through the cloud
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Protecting your people, facility and assets 

against fire incidents takes special care.

That's why every element of protection matters. Your 

fire safety system achieves an elevated performance 

level once connected to the cloud; it provides you 

and Siemens Solution Partner technicians with 

information to address issues efficiently and 

effectively. 

Cerberus Cloud Apps: Peace of mind to  

focus on what matters most.

A cloud-based suite of products, Cerberus Cloud 

Apps provide remote access and real-time 

monitoring of fire alarm systems with secure, 

encrypted connectivity. Use your smartphone, tablet, 

or laptop to access the cloud apps, which include:

Cerberus Portal – See what's happening on your fire 

control panels with a single view of all system sites. 

Leverage maps showing system locations that are 

color coded for status and 

access each system for real-

time detailed data.  

Be confident knowing that 

all data is protected with  

an encrypted connection 

through the Cerberus 

Portal. Monitor your fire 

safety system remotely 

anywhere and anytime.

Cerberus Test App – Streamline 

Cerberus PRO detector testing and 

reduce maintenance time and effort 

using this smart-phone app. While 

testing detectors, your service 

technicians can leverage speech-to-

text to verify that the right detector is 

shown at the panel. You can also download test 

reports after your detectors have been tested.

Cerberus Tunnel – 

Enables your Siemens 

service provider to address 

issues remotely with a live 

connection to the fire 

safety system. Your service provider will have the 

capability, depending on the situation, to access  

and make updates to your system remotely to  

help provide faster and more efficient response, 

potentially avoiding an on-site service call.

Improve your building's performance. 

Ultimately, Cerberus Cloud Apps provide 

transparency of what’s happening on-site which 

improves efficiency and productivity while also 

reducing maintenance costs and time. You can be 

confident knowing that the system is safe and 

secure. Experience the benefits of Cerberus Cloud 

Apps with digitalization and connect your fire safety 

system to cloud technology. Cerberus Poral offers 

easy navigation to fire systems, their status, and 

detailed information.  

With Cerberus Cloud Apps,  
accessing your fire safety system  
has never been easier. 

Cerberus Cloud Apps provide you and your facility management with 
real-time views of your fire safety system's performance so you’re 
prepared, aware and can respond quickly to incidents. 
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Cerberus Cloud Apps offers higher 

performance. Live view of your fire system 

Know what’s happening in your fire system - 

anytime, anywhere. If an incident occurs, you’ll get 

detailed information about the incident’s location to 

make decisions and communicate with your team 

and stakeholders easily and quickly. 

Instant notification of events 

Configure Cloud Apps to trigger notifications for 

events. Decide who in your operations receives 

notifications and whether they get them by text  

or email. 

Quick response to incidents

Your Siemens Solution Partner technicians will have 

the information they need to identify and resolve 

incidents remotely. 

Support for business continuity 

Cerberus Cloud Apps play an important role in fire 

system uptime and therefore business continuity. 

Service maintenance is more efficient and trouble-

shooting incidents is faster. And, if an incident 

occurs, detailed reporting provides you with the  

data and information you need to manage your 

system and facility.

Benefits for Facility Owners,

Managers and Operators  

With Cerberus Cloud Apps you can be confident that 

your fire safety system is highly protected and secure 

while also enabling: 

– Transparency of what’s happening on-site. 

– Instant notifications and details 24/7 about your 

site status through Cerberus Portal access. 

– Remote connectivity without IT infrastructure 

changes. 

– Reduced number of maintenance service requests. 

– Enhanced uptime and business continuity via faster 

issue resolution and more efficient maintenance 

activities.

With Cerberus Cloud Apps, facility owners and 

building operators can manage one or multiple sites 

remotely, see system status in real-time, and know 

that your service technician will respond faster and 

more informed to service requests. Unlock the power 

of innovative cloud technology with Cerberus Cloud 

Apps and digitalize your fire safety system to evolve 

with industry changes.

Why the 
Cloud Apps?

Your team and stakeholders are better and more quickly informed when incidents occur and can proactively manage as needed. 

You and your assigned recipients 

all receive text and/or email 
You can log into the portal from 

your mobile phone, tablet, or  

laptop to view details

Receive alerts for system events 

(alarm, trouble, etc.) that you 

customize for your stakeholders 

Benefits of Cerberus Cloud Apps 



Higher Performing Fire Safety System  

with Cerberus Portal 

You can rely on Cerberus Portal for a higher 

performing fire safety system and enhanced service 

levels for your buildings. With Cerberus Portal, users 

can view all system events, and alarm notifications in 

real-time, remotely from a smart device, tablet, or 

laptop prior to arrival on-site. 

Easy Installation

Installation of Cerberus Cloud Apps is easy through 

the Connect X300 gateway without any changes to 

your IT infrastructure. Each application is connected 

remotely and securely with a built-in firewall and 

encrypted connection. It is UL/ULC approved for 

remote connectivity. 

How it works
Connecting the fire system to Cerberus Cloud Apps
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